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Ignite IT Awarded Most Promising DEVOPS Consulting Company of 2021
April 8, 2021, Leesburg, VA – Ignite IT today announced that it is named as a Most Promising DEVOPS Consulting
Company for 2021 by CIOReview, a leading technology magazine. The award honors 10 companies each year that
are at the forefront of providing DevOps consulting services and transforming business.
The award recognizes Ignite’s extensive expertise in the public sector and an incredibly seasoned staff of IT and exgovernment professionals who have proven themselves to be one of the most promising services providers in the
DevSecOps space today.
The award notes that businesses in the private sector thrive following the implementation of a DevSecOps work
culture while some government agencies seem to face difficulties in overcoming hurdles involving legacy systems
and unique compliance requirements in their modernization journey. Ignite tackles these issues head-on by offering
innovative and experience-driven consultative services for federal agencies. Ignite has developed a unique Value
Factory concept that transforms all activities into the continual production of Value to its clients, while carefully
tailoring the methodologies to ease the transition.
“We call this DevOps Certain. Ignite IT effectively meets the customers where they are in their DevOps journey and
we expertly guide them to achieve their DevOps mission. Our success in this area has earned us this award and is a
tribute to the incredible dedication and hard work of our talented staff who innovate and collaborate with our
customers every day to deliver DevOps Certain. We are honored to be among the distinguished group of businesses
to have been selected by CIOReview for their prestigious award." – Steven Pichney, President & CEO of Ignite IT
About Ignite IT
Ignite IT is a digital services start-up borne out of a group of architects and engineers providing solutions that
transform with digital breakthroughs. We have achieved certifications in CMMI-SVC/3, ISO 20000-1:2018, ISO
27001:2013, ISO 29001:2015 and our staff holds industry recognized certifications in Cloud, DevOps, Cyber
Security, RPA, ERP, and many other emerging technologies. We specialize in the areas of Cloud, Cyber,
Architecture, Digital Product and Service Development, DevOps, Automation and Innovation.
Ignite IT deploys teams that are customer-obsessed, delivering a CX (Customer Experience) renaissance to the
Government. We combine Commercial BX (Business of Experience) with Government delivery experts to benefit
agencies to innovate and improve services and launch new digital solutions. We have built a company foundation
dependent on each of our employee’s success, and provide a healthy, engaging, community where learning and
knowledge sharing are encouraged. We empower our employees to be bold, continually innovate and propose
new ideas to improve processes and services. We engage daily on work that touches millions of people, always
focusing on positive impacts and results.
We enable mission services that protect Border Agents and deploy the Army Reserve and National Guard,
providing decision dominance to make America safer. We apply these digital services across to Federal Agencies
that include HHS, DHS, DOS, AOUSC and Army. We aim to continually raise the bar for government agencies to
expect more from their digital services. For more information, visit www.igniteitservices.com

